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Chemical-shift g-encoding nuclear magnetic resonance for uniaxially
oriented matter under sample spinning

Yusuke Nishiyama,a) Atsushi Kubo, and Takehiko Teraob)

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606-8502 Japan

~Received 11 February 2002; accepted 9 May 2003!

Two approaches are proposed by which chemical shift anisotropies~CSAs! in uniaxially oriented
matter can be obtained from the positions of sharp peaks under sample spinning. Both rely on the
removal of broadening due to theg dependence of the resonance frequency, whereg is the third
angle of the Euler angles describing the orientation of the chemical shift tensor in the sample
symmetry-axis frame. In one approach, an inversion pulse train recovers theg-dependent CSAs, and
the free-induction decay is transformed into sharp lines byg-encoding transformation. In the other,
the free-induction decay signal due tog-dependent anisotropic chemical shifts is observed by
rf-field inhomogeneity-compensated rotary resonance, and the CSAs are represented as the positions
of sharp lines by Fourier transformation. The effects of finite pulse width, rf-amplitude missetting,
rf-field inhomogeneity, and resonance offset are theoretically and experimentally investigated for
both approaches. When the orientation of the sample symmetry axis in the CSA principal axis
system distributes around the central orientation to some extent, peaks ing-encoded
two-dimensional~2D! spectra under off-magic-angle spinning show two-dimensionally broadened
line shapes. It is theoretically shown that the orientational distribution can be directly obtained by
transforming the 2D spectrum on the basis of the one-to-one correspondence between the peak
position and the symmetry axis orientation. The13C CSA in uniaxially drawn polyethylene and the
13C CSA with the orientational distribution in uniaxially drawn polypropylene are obtained from the
g-encoded 2D spectra. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1587701#

I. INTRODUCTION

The chemical shift anisotropy~CSA! of a nuclear spin in
a powder sample represents a peculiarly broadened line
shape called a powder pattern.1,2 The three principal values
of the CSA tensor are usually obtained by simulating the
powder pattern. The principal values provide useful struc-
tural information about the nuclear site.

We can conveniently and accurately determine three
principal values, if we can observe sharp lines at the posi-
tions given by three independent functions of the principal
values for each CSA tensor in a powder sample either simul-
taneously or by different experiments. This was realized by
dephasing the signals other than those corresponding to the
principal values.3 However, such an approach causes a loss
of sensitivity, because only a subset of the spins in the
sample is observed. de Swiet proposed a two-dimensional
~2D! transformation which converts a 2D CSA powder pat-
tern into three sharpanisotropicpeaks4,5 and performed a 3D
experiment to determine the individual sets of the principal
values of chemically distinct CSA tensors.5 Such anisotropic
peaks to which all the spins contribute cannot generally be
observed by 1D NMR, even if any rf pulses, any rf-field
modulation, and any 3D sample rotation with any time-
dependent spinning speed are incorporated.6

Recently, for uniaxially oriented matter with a unique
chemical site, we showed that an analytical transformation of
the free induction decay~FID! represents the anisotropic
peak, when the sample symmetry axis is aligned perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field direction in static sample
conditions.7 The transformation, which we refer to as the
g-encoding transformation~GET!, removes line broadening
~g broadening! due to the distribution of the CSA tensor
orientation around the sample symmetry axis. On the other
hand, off-magic-angle spinning~OMAS! around the symme-
try axis also removes theg broadening.1,2,7GET, OMAS, and
magic-angle spinning~MAS! provide different shifts given
by independent functions of the principal values. Thus, the
three sharp lines separately obtained by 1D NMR allow us to
determine the CSA principal values accurately without ne-
cessity of simulation when the orientation of the symmetry
axis in the principal axis system~PAS! is known or, con-
versely, the symmetry axis orientation when the principal
values are known. However, we cannot apply this method to
static samples with multiple chemical sites.

In the present study, we extend the aboveg-encoding
method so that it can be applied to the case where more than
one chemically distinct site exists. In the expanded methods,
a uniaxially oriented sample is spun around the symmetry
axis at the magic angle or an off-magic angle and an
inversion-pulse train is applied synchronously with the
sample rotation. Several methods are proposed, which are
classified into two approaches. In the first approach, a pulse
sequence reintroducesg broadening, and the resultant FID is
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transformed into sharp anisotropic lines by GET. The second
approach relies on ag-encoded sequence, by which the same
anisotropic shift as above except for the scaling factor can be
observed using Fourier transform~FT!. Several sequences
are proposed for the two approaches and discussed from the
viewpoint of rf-amplitude missetting, rf-field inhomogeneity,
and resonance offset. We also propose the 2D experiment
under OMAS conditions in which one of theg-encoding
methods applied in thet1 period and the OMAS spectrum is
observed in the t2 period. Thus, we can obtain the
anisotropic-shift correlation 2D spectrum from which we can
determine the anisotropies individually for chemically dis-
tinct sites from the positions of the sharp peaks. The present
approaches would be useful for studies of uniaxially oriented
matter such as drawn fibers or films of polymers,2 oriented
DNA,8,9 oriented biomembranes,10 and oriented crystallites
of heme proteins.11 In these samples, the symmetry axis ori-
entation in the PAS generally distributes around the central
orientation to some degree, causing broadening in the 2D
peaks. The present methods give the orientation distribution
from the 2D spectrum, when the principal values are known.
The DECODER experiment12,13 also provides the distribu-
tion, which correlates the resonance frequencies at two or
three orientations by flipping the sample during the mixing
time, when the principal values of the CSA tensor are
known. Our approaches do not require such a sample-
flipping system.

II. THEORY

We consider a uniaxially oriented sample with an iso-
lated spin 1/2 under sample spinning. We define the rotor-
fixed frame with thezrot axis parallel to the spinning axis and
the laboratory frame with thezlab axis parallel to the mag-
netic field. The transformation from PAS to the rotor-fixed
frame is expressed by the Euler angles (aPR,bPR,gPR), for
which we use the Rose’s definition.14 The transformation
from the rotor-fixed frame to the laboratory frame is de-
scribed by (v rt,u,0), wherev r is the angular velocity of
sample spinning andu is the angle between thezrot axis and
the zlab axis. The time-dependent Hamiltonian of a spin
packet in the rotating frame is written as1

H~ t !5v0@s̄2D1sC1 cos~gPR1v rt !

1sS1 sin~gPR1v rt !1sC2 cos 2~gPR1v rt !

1sS2 sin 2~gPR1v rt !#I z , ~1!

with

s̄5s iso1P2~cosu![ P2~cosbPR!~szz
PAS2s iso!

1 1
2 sin2 bPRcos 2aPR~sxx

PAS2syy
PAS!], ~2!

sC15sinu cosu sinbPRcosbPR@23~szz
PAS2s iso!

1cos 2aPR~sxx
PAS2syy

PAS!#, ~3!

sS152sinu cosu sinbPRsin 2aPR~sxx
PAS2syy

PAS!, ~4!

sC25 1
4 sin2 u@3 sin2 bPR~szz

PAS2s iso!

1~11cos2 bPR!cos 2aPR~sxx
PAS2syy

PAS!#, ~5!

sS252 1
2 sin2 u cosbPRsin 2aPR~sxx

PAS2syy
PAS!, ~6!

s iso5
sxx

PAS1syy
PAS1szz

PAS

3
, ~7!

where v0 is the resonance frequency,D is the resonance
offset, ands i i

PAS ( i 5x,y,z) is the i i element of the CSA
tensor in PAS. This Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H~ t !5v0@s̄2D1s1 cos~v rt1gPR1d1!

1s2 cos 2~v rt1gPR1d2!#I z , ~8!

where

s15AsC1
2 1sS1

2 , ~9!

with

tand152
sS1

sC1
, ~10!

and

s25AsC2
2 1sS2

2 , ~11!

with

tan 2d252
sS2

sC2
. ~12!

We assume that the symmetry axis of a uniaxially ori-
ented sample is aligned parallel to the spinning axis. The
anglesaPR and bPR then represent the azimuthal and polar
angles of the symmetry axis in PAS, respectively. We also
assume for the present thataPR andbPR have definite values,
causing no line broadening even in a static sample. The other
anglegPR, being uniformly distributed from 0 to 2p, broad-
ens the line in static samples; in rotating samples, the broad-
ening is averaged out and a sharp center band appears ats̄.
Note that the sharp peak is observed ats̄ even in a static
sample (v r50), whenu is set to 0; i.e., the symmetry axis is
aligned parallel to the magnetic field direction. Whenu de-
viates from the magic angleum ~OMAS!, s̄ contains infor-
mation on CSA. However, knowledge ofs̄ and s iso is not
enough to determine the three principal values. For obtaining
complementary information on CSAs, we propose some
methods to determines2 by observing another sharp line.

We recently reported7 that the sharp peak ats2 can be
obtained by a new transformation of the FID for a static
uniaxially oriented sample with the symmetry axis aligned
perpendicular to the magnetic field (u5p/2), if the D term
cancels out thes̄ term by adjusting the rf frequency, i.e.,D
5s̄: in this case, the Hamiltonian is written as

HGET5v0s2I z cos 2~gPR1d2!. ~13!

The FID M (t) observed under this Hamiltonian is purely
amplitude modulated:

M ~ t !5M ~0!J0~v0s2t !, ~14!
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whereJ0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first
kind.15 FT of M (t) provides a powder pattern due to the
distribution of gPR, while M (t) can be transformed into a
sharp line ats2 by GET.7

In order to enable this approach to be applied to systems
with more than one distincts̄ value, we must remove the
above restriction onD. Thus, we try to obtain pulse se-
quences under which the time evolution of a spin system can
be described by the average Hamiltonian proportional to
HGET:

H̄5v0ms2I z cos 2~gPR1d2!, ~15!

wherem is the scaling factor. GET then provides a sharp line
at ms2 even if s̄2DÞ0. Tycko et al. proposed unequally
spaced rotor-synchronousp pulse trains in order to reintro-
duce the CSA powder patterns in a polycrystalline sample
under MAS, by which both thes1 ands2 terms are simul-
taneously reintroduced into the average Hamiltonian.16 On
the analogy of the sequences of Tyckoet al., we try to design
rotor-synchronousp pulse trains which prevent only thes2

term from being time averaged by sample spinning for real-
izing the average Hamiltonian given by Eq.~15!.

We assume thatd-function p pulses are irradiated attk

(k51,2,...,n) within each spinning period fromt050 to
tn115t r , wheret r52p/v r is the cycle time of sample spin-
ning. In order to fulfill the cyclic condition,n must be an
even number. The zeroth-order average Hamiltonian can eas-
ily be calculated by the average Hamiltonian theory:1,2

H̄5v0~ s̄2D!I z1v0(
k51

n/2 H 2~ s̄2D!~t2k212t2k!

t r

1
s1

p
@sin~v rt2k211gPR1d1!2sin~v rt2k1gPR1d1!#

1
s2

2p
@sin 2~v rt2k211gPR1d2!

2sin 2~v rt2k1gPR1d2!#J I z . ~16!

Equating Eq.~15! to Eq. ~16!, we obtain the following con-
ditions:

(
k51

n/2
2~t2k212t2k!

t r
521, ~17!

(
k51

n/2

@sin~v rt2k211gPR1d1!2sin~v rt2k1gPR1d1!#50,

~18!

and

(
k51

n/2
1

2p
@sin 2~v rt2k211gPR1d2!2sin 2~v rt2k1gPR1d2!#

5m cos 2~gPR1d2!. ~19!

For the simplest case, i.e.,n52, Eq.~18! cannot be satisfied.
For the next simplest case, i.e.,n54, we obtain the solution

~t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!5S 1

8
t r ,

3

8
t r ,

5

8
t r ,

7

8
t rD , ~20!

with the scaling factor

m5
2

p
. ~21!

Thus, when ap pulse is irradiated at the center of each
quarter rotor cycle, the FID observed every rotor cycle can
be transformed into a sharp line atms2 by GET. We treat
this simplest sequence in the following, and refer to this
pulse sequence simply asp pulse train~PPT!.

The above results are obtained for ideald-function p
pulses. Here we evaluate the effectiveness of various phase
cycling schemes in compensation for finite pulse width, rf-
amplitude missetting, and resonance offset. We separate the
Hamiltonian into two parts:

H~ t !5H0~ t !1H1~ t !. ~22!

TheH0(t) term includes the effect of rf-amplitude missetting
and resonance offset:

H0~ t !5v0@s̄2D1s1 cos~v rt1gPR1d1!

1s2 cos 2~v rt1gPR1d2!#I z1D rf~f,t !, ~23!

with

D rf~f,t !5H 0 during the pulse interval,

d rf

tp
I f during the pulse irradiation,

~24!

wheref is the phase of thep pulse,tp is thep pulse width,
and d rf is the deviation of the nutation angle fromp. The
H1(t) term is written as

H1~ t !5H 0 during the pulse interval,

p

tp
I f during the pulse irradiation.

~25!

We assume thatp pulses with finite width are centered attk

(k51,2,3,4). Using the interaction representation with re-
spect toH1(t), we can calculate the zeroth-order average
Hamiltonian for PPT. The average Hamiltonians obtained for
various phase cycling schemes17–19 are listed in Table I,
where d is the duty factor ofp pulses:d54tp /t r in the
present case. The average Hamiltonians for the phase cycling
schemes except for XXXX and XXX̄X̄ do not include the
terms of rf-amplitude missetting and resonance offset. For
finite pulse width, only the average Hamiltonian for
XXXXXXXX, XYXY XYXY, MLEV16 ~Ref. 17!, or XY16
~Ref. 19! has the required form of Eq.~15! with the scaling
factor m:

m5
2

p

1

12d2 cosS p

2
dD . ~26!

FID signals observed by PPT with any of the four phase
cycling schemes are transformed intog-encoded spectra by
GET. Hereafter, the combination of PPT and GET is referred
to as PPT–GET. The phase cycling schemes of
XXXXXXXX and XYXY XYXY are preferable to MLEV16
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and XY16, because the former yield less cycling sidebands.20

When the spinning axis is perpendicular to the magnetic field
(u5p/2) or one of the PAS axes is parallel to the symmetry
axis, thes1 term vanishes, and therefore MLEV4~Ref. 17!
and XY4 ~Ref. 18!, which have a further shorter cycle time,
can be used. The sequences of Tyckoet al. can also be used
under this condition to realizes150. However, even the
largest scaling factor in the sequences of Tyckoet al., which
is 0.394 ford50 in the four pulse version, is smaller than
that for PPT@Eq. ~26!#.

WhendÞ0, the average Hamiltonian for PPT under the
XXXX phase cycling scheme does not have the required
form of Eq.~15!, so that we cannot obtaing-encoded spectra
by GET. For the windowless limit, i.e.,d51, PPT with
XXXX is identical to rotary resonance recoupling (R3) with

the rf-field strength twice the spinning frequency,21 and the
average Hamiltonian for R3 can be obtained in the limit of
the average Hamiltonian for PPT with XXXX whend ap-
proaches 1:

H̄05d rfI x

4

t r
1v0ms2@2I y sin 2~gPR1d2!

1I z cos 2~gPR1d2!#, ~27!

with

m5 1
2 . ~28!

This Hamiltonian shows the resonance frequency to be inde-
pendent ofgPR. In the case ofd rf50, R3 is already known to
be g-encoded.21 The present result shows that it is true also
for d rfÞ0. The other PPT sequences are notg-encoded, even
if d51. Note that the spectrum observed by R3 is very sen-
sitive to rf-amplitude missetting, since the average Hamil-
tonian in Eq.~27! includesd rf at zeroth order as previously
reported for heteronuclear dipolar recoupling by R3.22

In order to compensate for rf-field inhomogeneity, we
replace thep pulses 1800 in PPT with the composite inver-
sion pulses 90270180090270.23 We refer to this new sequence
as the composite inversion pulse train~CIPT!. The average
Hamiltonians obtained for CIPT with various phase cycling
schemes are listed in Table II. Sincetp represents the length
of a conventionalp pulse,d is given by 8tp /t r . Table II
shows that the phase cycling schemes of XXXXXXXX,
XYXY XYXY, MLEV16, and XY16 give the required aver-
age Hamiltonian@Eq. ~15!# with the scaling factor

m5
2

p F12S d

2D 2G21FcosS p

2
dD1

d

2
sinS p

4
dD G . ~29!

g-encoded spectra can be obtained by the combination of
CIPT with one of these phase cycling schemes and GET, to
which we refer as CIPT–GET.

As well as PPT, CIPT can be ag-encoded sequence only
in the windowless limit with XXXX, and the average Hamil-
tonian is given by

H̄05v0ms2@2I y sin 2~gPR1d2!1I z cos 2~gPR1d2!#,
~30!

with

m5
2&

3p
. ~31!

We refer to this sequence as the composite inversion rotary-
resonance recoupling (CIR3); the rotary resonance condition
is given by v154v r . Note that no term includingd rf ap-
pears in this average Hamiltonian contrary to R3, so that the
CIR3 sequence is expected to be less sensitive to rf-field
inhomogeneity than R3.

Thus, one can remove the line-broadening due to distri-
bution of the anglegPR, using one of the above methods,
i.e., PPT–GET, CIPT–GET, R3, and CIR3. Sharp peaks ap-
pear in theg-encoded spectra of uniaxially oriented samples,
when they have unique values foraPR and bPR. However,
when aPR and bPR are more or less distributed,g-encoded
spectra show broadened peaks. If we observe the 2D spec-
trum in which peaks appear ats2 in one dimension ands̄ in
the other dimension under OMAS, the distribution of theaPR

TABLE I. Average Hamiltonians for PPT (n54) under various phase cy-
cling schemes.

Phase cycling scheme Average Hamiltonian

XXXX H̄05drfI x

4

t r
1v0s2

2

p

1

12d2 cosSp2 dD
3@2Iyd sin 2~gPR1d2!

1I z cos 2~gPR1d2!#

XX̄XX̄ H̄05v0s̄Iy

2

p
d1v0s2Iz

2

p

1

12d2 cosSp2 dD
3cos 2~gPR1d2!

MLEV4a/XY4b H̄05v0s1I y

&d

p S 12
d2

4 D 21

3cosSp4 dDcos~gPR1d1!

1v0s2I z

2

p

1

12d2

3cosSp2 dDcos 2~gPR1d2!

MLEV8a H̄05v0s1I y

d

p S 12
d2

4 D 21

cos
p

4
d

3sinSgPR1
p

4
1d1D

1v0s2I z

2

p

1

12d2

3cos
p

2
d cos 2~gPR1d2!

XY8c H̄05v0s1~ I x2I y!
&d

p S 12
d2

4 D 21

3cosSp4 dDsin~gPR1d1!

1v0s2I z

2

p

1

12d2 cosSp2 dD
cos 2~gPR1d2!

XXXXXXXX d/
XYXY XYXY/
MLEV16a/XY16c

H̄05v0s2Iz

2

p

1

12d2 cos
p

2
d cos 2~gPR1d2!

aReference 17.
bReference 18.

cReference 19.
dReference 16.
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andbPR angles broadens the peaks in both dimensions. Here,
we calculate thes2 /s̄ 2D powder pattern, and then we pro-
pose a method to obtain theaPR andbPR distribution directly
from the 2D powder pattern.

We define PAS to satisfy the following condition in the
rest of this section without loss of generality:

P2~cosu!szz
PAS>P2~cosu!syy

PAS>P2~cosu!sxx
PAS. ~32!

Under this conditions̄ reaches the minimum values̄min

when cosbPR50 and cos 2aPR51 @see Eq. ~2!#, since
P2(cosu)(szz

PAS2s iso)>0 andP2(cosu)(sxx
PAS2syy

PAS)<0,

s̄min5s iso1P2~cosu!~sxx
PAS2s iso!, ~33!

and s̄ has the maximum values̄max when ucosbPRu51:

s̄max5s iso1P2~cosu!~szz
PAS2s iso!. ~34!

First, we obtain thes2 /s̄ 2D powder pattern due to uniform
distribution ofaPR and sinbPR. From Eqs.~2!, ~5!, ~6!, and
~11!, we obtain the following relationship:

S s̄2s iso

2P2~cosu!
1szz

PAS2s isoD 2

2S s2

sin2 u D 2

5cos2 bPR~szz
PAS2sxx

PAS!~szz
PAS2syy

PAS!. ~35!

This equation shows that the trajectory of (s2 ,s̄) for fixed
bPR is a hyperbolic curve. Since cos2 bPR(szz

PAS2sxx
PAS)

3(szz
PAS2syy

PAS).0, the focal axis of the hyperbola is paral-
lel to the s̄ axis. Thes2 /s̄ 2D peak appears on the hyper-
bola branch open toward the positive-s̄ direction, because
s̄min>siso22P2(cosu)(szz

PAS2s iso). A few hyperbolas for
different bPR are shown by dotted curves in Scheme 1:

For a fixedbPR5bAB , s̄(cos 2aPR,bAB) takes the minimum
s̄(1,bAB) ~A! and the maximums̄(21,bAB) ~B!, when
cos 2aPR51 and21, respectively. Resonances appear on the
hyperbola AB& represented by the bold curve in Scheme 1. As
increasingucosbPRu, the hyperbola moves toward the solid
arrow direction. With decreasingucosbPRu, the hyperbolic
curve approaches the asymptotebc toward the dotted arrow
direction. When cosbPR50, the curve is coincident with the
asymptote given by

s25U sin2 u

2P2~cosu!
U@s̄2s iso12P2~cosu!~szz

PAS2s iso!#.

~36!

The trajectories ofs̄(1,bPR) and s̄(21,bPR) for variable
bPR are obtained by substituting cos 2aPR561 into Eqs.~2!,
~5!, ~6!, and~11! and considerings̄<s̄max:

TABLE II. Average Hamiltonians for CIPT (n54) under various phase
cycling schemes.

Phase cycling scheme Average Hamiltonian

XXXX H̄052v0s2Iy

2

p F12Sd2D
2G21 d

2
cosSp4 dDsin 2~gPR

1d2!1v0s2I z

2

p F12S d

2D 2G21FcosSp2 dD
1

d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

XX̄XX̄ H̄05v0s2

2

p F12Sd2D
2G21HIx

d

2
sinSp2 dD1IzFcosSp2 dD

1
d

2
sinSp4 dDGJcos 2~gPR1d2!1v0s̄I y

d

p

MLEV4a H̄05v0s1

d

&p
F12S d

4D 2G21F I x sinSp4 dD
1Iy cosSp8 dDGcos~gPR1d1!

1v0s2I z

2

p F12S d

2D 2G21FcosSp2 dD
1

d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

XY4b H̄05v0s1

d

2p F12S d

4D 2G21H I xFsinSp4 dD
1cosSp8 dDG1IyF2sinSp4 dD1cosSp8 dDGJ
3sinSgPR1

p

4
1d1D

1v0s2I z

2

p F12S d

2D 2G21FcosSp2 dD
1

d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

MLEV8a H̄05v0s1

d

2p F12S d

4D 2G21F I x sinSp4 dD
1Iy cosSp8 dDGsinSgPR1

p

4
1d1D

1v0s2I z

2

p F12S d

2D 2G21

3FcosSp2 dD1 d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

XY8c H̄05v0s1

&d

4p F12S d

4D 2G21H FsinSp4 dD
1cosSp8 dDGIx1FsinSp4 dD2cosSp8 dDGIyJ
3sinSgPR1

p

4
1d1D1v0s2I z

2

p F12S d

2D 2G21

3FcosSp2 dD1 d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

XXXXXXXX d/
XYXY XYXY/
MLEV16a/XY16c

H̄05v0s2Iz

2

p F12Sd2D
2G21FcosSp2 dD

1
d

2
sinSp4 dDGcos 2~gPR1d2!

aReference 17.
bReference 18.

cReference 19.
dReference 16.
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s25sin2 uU2 s̄2s iso

2P2~cosu!
2~syy

PAS2s iso!U ~37!

for s̄(1,bPR) and

s252U sin2 u

2P2~cosu!
U@s̄2s iso12P2~cosu!~sxx

PAS2s iso!#

~38!

for s̄(21,bPR). These equations show that the trajectories of
s̄(1,bPR) and s̄(21,bPR) are represented by the bent line
cda and the lineab, respectively, in Scheme 1. Thus, when
the orientationsaPR and sinbPR are uniformly distributed,
the resonances cover over the parallelogram regionhabcd
enclosed with the four lines given by Eqs.~36!–~38!, and
resonances with any orientations appear only within the par-
allelogram.

Here, we show how to obtain the orientation distribution
p(aPR,bPR) from the spectral intensityS(s2 ,s̄). Since the
hyperbolas for differentucosbPRu never intercross each other,
the one-to-one correspondence between a spectral point
(s2 ,s̄) and an orientation (aPR,bPR) is established by Eqs.
~2! and ~35!. Thus, when the principal values of the CSA
tensor are known, we can directly obtainp(aPR,bPR) from
S(s2 ,s̄):2

S~s2 ,s̄ !5
p~aPR,bPR!

]~s2 ,s̄ !/]~aPR,cosbPR!
, ~39!

where](s2 ,s̄)/](aPR,cosbPR) is the Jacobian determinant.
Note that there are degeneracies foraPR, aPR1p, 2p
2aPR, andp2aPR and forbPR andp2bPR. We can rep-
resent the distributions uniquely by limiting the ranges of
aPR andbPR to 0<aPR,p/2 and 0<bPR,p/2:

P~aPR,bPR!5p~aPR,bPR!1p~aPR1p,bPR!

1p~2p2aPR,bPR!1p~p2aPR,bPR!

1p~aPR,p2bPR!1p~aPR1p,p2bPR!

1p~2p2aPR,p2bPR!

1p~p2aPR,p2bPR!. ~40!

The Jacobian determinant vanishes either when cosbPR

50 and cos 2aPR561 or whenucosbPRu51; i.e., one PAS
axis is parallel to thezrot axis. Thus, three singularity appears
at (s2 ,s̄)5@1/2 sin2 u•usxx

PAS2syy
PASu,s iso1P2(cosu)(szz

PAS

2s iso)], @1/2 sin2 u•uszz
PAS2sxx

PASu,s iso1P2(cosu)(syy
PAS

2s iso)], and @1/2 sin2 u•usyy
PAS2szz

PASu,s iso1P2(cosu)(sxx
PAS

2s iso)], which coincide with points a, b, and c, respectively,
in Scheme 1.

When the CSA tensor is axially symmetric, thes2 /s̄
plot appears on the straight line given by Eq.~38! for sxx

PAS

5syy
PAS and Eq.~36! for syy

PAS5szz
PAS. We can determine the

value of s iso22P2(cosu)(syy
PAS2s iso) from the point d,

(s2 ,s̄)5„s iso22P2(cosu)(syy
PAS2s iso),0…, wheresyy

PAS rep-
resents the CSA component perpendicular to the tensor sym-
metry axis. Since the resonance position for the axially sym-
metric CSA does not depend onaPR but on ucosbPRu as
shown by Eq.~2!, the distribution ofucosbPRu, i.e., P(bPR),
can directly be obtained from the spectral intensity:

P~bPR!5S~s8!
]s8

] cosbPR
, ~41!

with

P~bPR!5
2

p E
0

p/2

daPRP~aPR,bPR!, ~42!

where the s8 axis is parallel to the line s2

52usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for sxx
PAS5syy

PAS and s2

5usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for syy
PAS5szz

PAS.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Using the multistep method, we numerically calculated
g-encoded spectra of a uniaxially oriented sample which are
observed by R3, CIR3, PPT–GET, and CIPT–GET under
MAS. In the calculations a chemical shift tensor of
(sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)5(230,0,30) ppm with thezPAS axis par-
allel to the spinning axis (bPR50) with v r /2p52 kHz was
used. Under the conditions,s2 is 10 ppm from Eqs.~5!, ~6!,
and ~11!. The rf field was assumed to be irradiated ats̄ (D
5s̄).

First, we calculatedg-encoded spectra, assumingd rf

50. The spectra calculated for R3 and CIR3 are peaked at
5.0 and 3.0 ppm, respectively~not shown!. These values
agree with the theoreticalms2 values given by thes2 value
of 10 ppm and them values@Eq. ~28! for R3 and Eq.~31! for
CIR3]. We also calculated the spectra observed by PPT–
GET or CIPT–GET with the XXXXXXXX phase cycling
scheme for various duty factors. The duty factor dependence
of thems2 values is shown in Fig. 1. The results obtained by
the multistep method agree with the theoretical curves calcu-
lated usings2510 ppm and the theoretical scaling factors
@Eq. ~26! for PPT and Eq.~29! for CIPT#. All these results
indicate that the theoretical scaling factors calculated using

FIG. 1. Duty factor dependence of a CSA parameterms2 calculated for
PPT–GET~d, solid line! and CIPT–GET~s, dotted line! under MAS. In
the calculations, the chemical shift tensor of (sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)
5(230, 0, 30) ppm withzPAS parallel to the symmetry axis of a uniaxially
oriented sample@s2510 ppm from Eq.~11!# was used. The rf field was
assumed to be irradiated ats̄. A spinning frequency of 2.00 kHz and a
Larmor frequency of 75 MHz were used. The rf-field inhomogeneity was
neglected (d rf50). The lines were obtained from the theoretical scaling
factorm given in Eq.~26! for PPT–GET and Eq.~29! for CIPT–GET using
thes2 value of 10 ppm. The circles represent thems2 values obtained from
spectra numerically calculated by the multistep method.
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the zeroth-order average Hamiltonian theory are reliable.
Therefore we use these theoretical scaling factors in the fol-
lowing analysis.

We then evaluated the effect ofd rf for R3, CIR3, PPT,
and CIPT by calculating spectra with rf-field strengths 10%
weaker and stronger than the ideal strengths. Table III shows
s2

calc210 ~in ppm!, which are the differences between thes2

values obtained from the calculated spectra (s2
calc) and the

s2 values used in the calculation. The results for PPT and
CIPT are almost independent oftp ~not shown!, and those
for tp520 ms are shown in Table III. Both of thes2 values
obtained ford rf560.1p in R3 are considerably larger than
10 ppm. Moreover, the peak intensity is decreased and a
large sharp peak ats250 ppm appears~not shown!. These
results can be explained using the zeroth-order average
Hamiltonian in Eq.~27!: the s2 values ford rf560.1p are
calculated to be 14.6 ppm, and the presence of theI x term
causes a sharp peak at 0 ppm. As shown above, the spectrum
observed by R3 is much affected by rf-amplitude missetting
and rf-field inhomogeneity. The spectrum obtained by CIR3

is less sensitive to rf-amplitude missetting than R3. However,
the s2 values obtained from the spectra observed by CIR3

are still substantially different from the expected value~10
ppm!. Moreover, a small peak ats250 ppm is observed.
When PPT–GET is used, this peak shift is reduced to
20.9 ppm and no additional peak except for cycling
sidebands20 is observed. The spectrum obtained by CIPT–
GET is much less affected by rf-amplitude missetting than
the other three methods and gives a peak at 107 0.1 ppm for
d rf560.1p. In conclusion, rf-field missetting and rf-field
inhomogeneity cause a peak position shift and/or a line shape
distortion for R3, CIR3, and PPT–GET, and this unfavorable
effect can nearly be removed by using CIPT–GET.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we show thatg-encoded spectra observed
by the 2D NMR sequence in which R3, CIR3, PPT, or CIPT
is applied to13C in the t1 period, and no13C rf field is
irradiated in thet2 period except for an observation 90°
pulse. When PPT or CIPT is applied, the FID in thet1 period
is transformed by GET, while FT is applied to the other
periods. The 2D spectrum thus obtained represents sharp
peaks at (v1 ,v2)5(s2i ,s̄ i). Figures 2–7 show the results
obtained for the ultradrawn polyethylene fiber in order to
examine the effects of rf-amplitude missetting, rf-field inho-
mogeneity, finite pulse width and resonance offset for R3,
CIR3, PPT, and CIPT. The experiments were performed un-
der MAS with a spinning frequency of 2.00 kHz, unless
otherwise indicated. For PPT and CIPT, the phase cycling

scheme of XXXXXXXX was used. In Fig. 8, the 2D spec-
trum of the uniaxially drawn isotactic polypropylene film is
given as an example of separate determination of the princi-
pal values for a system with more than one chemically in-
equivalent CSA tensor. We also determined theaPR andbPR

distribution from the line shapes of the 2D peaks.
Figure 2 shows the cross sections (v25s̄) of g-encoded

2D spectra observed using R3. When a rf-field strength of
4.0 kHz (R3 matching strength! was used, a sharp peak ap-
peared ats255.0 ppm in the spectrum@Fig. 2~a!#. However,
the s2 value is somewhat larger than the expected value
(7.03sin2 um54.7 ppm) calculated from the previously re-
ported CSA,7 and a large peak appears ats250 ppm. The
peak at 0 ppm should considerably be reduced by baseline
correction of the FID. When we used rf-field strengths 5%
weaker@Fig. 2~b!# and 5% stronger@Fig. 2~c!# than the R3

matching strength, the line shapes were severely distorted.
This is because the spectrum observed by R3 is significantly
affected byd rf as shown by the zeroth-order average Hamil-
tonian of Eq.~27!. The error term in Eq.~27! may cause no
problem for a system with a larges2 value as previously
shown by numerically calculated spectra of a polycrystalline
sample.21 However, the error term prevents us from deter-
mining the s2 value precisely whens2 is small. The R3

spectrum is also sensitive to resonance offset: when the rf
field was irradiated at a frequency 1 kHz lower thans̄, the
line shape was distorted as shown in Fig. 2~d!. This distor-
tion is partially caused by the mismatch of the R3 condition:
rf irradiation with the offset frequency of 1 kHz produces an
effective field 3% larger than the R3 matching strength. This
effect is reduced when higher-speed sample spinning~and
hence a larger rf field! is applied.

Note that R3 with the rf-field strength equal to the spin-
ning frequency21 and the TC5 sequence24 recover no CSA in
the present case for the following reason. One13C CSA prin-
cipal axis in the crystalline component of polyethylene

TABLE III. Values of s2
calc210 ppm.s2

calc is thes2 value~in ppm! obtained
from ag-encoded spectrum numerically calculated by the multistep method
for R3, CIR3, PPT–GET, or CIPT–GET under the presence of rf-amplitude
missettingd rf . The value of 10.0 ppm is that assumed for the calculations.

d rf R3 CIR3 PPT–GET CIPT–GET

10.1p 4.8 ppm 21.3 ppm 20.9 ppm 20.1 ppm
20.1p 4.4 ppm 1.8 ppm 20.9 ppm 0.1 ppm

FIG. 2. Experimentalg-encoded spectra observed by R3 for the ultradrawn
polyethylene fiber under MAS with a spinning frequency of 2.00 kHz, the
fiber axis being parallel to the spinning axis. The rf-field strength was set to
4.0 kHz (R3 matching strength! ~a!, ~d!, 3.8 kHz~b!, and 4.2 kHz~c!. While
the spectra~a!–~c! were observed with the rf irradiation ats̄, the spectrum
~d! was observed with the rf irradiation at a frequency 1 kHz lower thans̄.
The horizontal scale is adjusted according to the theoretical scaling fac-
tor of 1/2.
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should be parallel to the polyethylene chain from the mo-
lecular symmetry as indeed observed.7,25–28Thus we can as-
sume thatzPAS is parallel to the symmetry axis (bPR50), so
that s1 vanishes. Both R3 with the rf-field strength equal to
the spinning frequency and the TC5 sequence do not restore
s2 , so that no information on CSA is obtained in polyethyl-
ene by these sequences.

Figure 3 showsg-encoded spectra observed using CIR3.
The spectrum@Fig. 3~a!# observed under a rf-field strength of
4v r /2p58.0 kHz (CIR3 matching strength! exhibits a sharp
peak ats254.9 ppm, which is slightly larger than the ex-
pected value of 4.7 ppm, and also a peak ats250 ppm with
a reduced intensity. For a rf-field strength of 8.4 kHz, the
peak was slightly broadened and the peak position was
shifted to 5.6 ppm@Fig. 3~b!#, while the peak in Fig. 3~c!,
which was obtained with the strength of 7.6 kHz, was not
broadened and represents a peak at 4.6 ppm. No line shape
distortion took place contrary to R3. These results indicate
that the spectrum observed by CIR3 is less affected by rf-
amplitude missetting and rf-field inhomogeneity than the
spectra observed by R3. However, the CIR3 spectrum is sen-
sitive to resonance offset; the line shape was distorted when
the rf field was irradiated at a frequency 1 kHz lower thans̄
@Fig. 3~d!#. The mismatch of the R3 condition partially
causes the line shape distortion in the CIR3 spectrum as well
as the R3 spectrum.

Figure 4 presents some spectra observed by PPT–GET.
The spectrum obtained with a rf-field strength of 1/2tp

525 kHz has a peak at 4.7 ppm@Fig. 4~a!#, which well
agrees with the expected value of 4.7 ppm. The peak is
somewhat sharper than those for R3 and CIR3. The peak in
Fig. 4~b! which was observed with a rf-field strength 15%
weaker than 1/2tp is shifted to the low-frequency side with a
severe line shape distortion as numerically predicted. Figure
4~c! shows the spectrum obtained at a rf-field strength 15%
stronger than 1/2tp . Although the numerical calculation for
a rf-field strength 10% stronger than 1/2tp results in a low-

frequency shift~Table III!, the peak position in Fig. 4~c!
agrees with that in Fig. 4~a! and the line shape of the peak in
Fig. 4~c! is less distorted than that in Fig. 4~b!. This asym-
metric nature, which was also observed in the CIR3 experi-
ments, can be explained by the fact that the rf-field strength
was calibrated using a sample~5.5 mm in length! much
smaller than the polyethylene fibers~20 mm in length!, in the
sample coil with a length of 14 mm. The peak position re-
mains at 4.7 ppm, even if the rf-field frequency is 2 kHz
lower thans̄ @Fig. 4~d!#; however, the linewidth slightly in-
creases. Further off-resonance irradiation~3 kHz lower than
s̄) causes a small shift to 4.6 ppm and a further slight line
broadening@Fig. 4~e!#.

Spectra observed by CIPT–GET are given in Fig. 5. The
s2 value determined with a rf-field strength of 1/2tp

525 kHz is 4.7 ppm@Fig. 5~a!#. It agrees well with the ex-

FIG. 3. Experimentalg-encoded spectra observed by CIR3 for the ul-
tradrawn polyethylene fiber under MAS with a spinning frequency of 2.00
kHz, the fiber axis being parallel to the spinning axis. The rf-field strength
was set to 8.0 kHz (CIR3 matching strength! ~a!, ~d!, 7.6 kHz ~b!, and 8.4
kHz ~c!. While the spectra~a!–~c! were observed with the rf irradiation ats̄:
the spectrum~d! was observed with the rf irradiation at a frequency 1 kHz
lower thans̄. The horizontal scale is adjusted according to the theoretical
scaling factor of 2A2/3p.

FIG. 4. Experimental GET spectra obtained by PPT–GET for the ul-
tradrawn polyethylene fiber under MAS with a spinning frequency of 2.00
kHz, the fiber axis being parallel to the spinning axis. The XXXXXXXX
phase cycling scheme was used. A conventionalp pulse widthtp of 20 ms
was used. These spectra were observed with a rf-field strength of 25 kHz
(1/2tp) ~a!, ~d!, ~e!, and that of 15% weaker~b! and that of 15% stronger~c!
than 1/2tp . While the spectra~a!–~c! were observed with the rf irradiation
at s̄: the spectra~d! and ~e! were observed with the rf irradiation at the
frequencies 2 kHz and 3 kHz lower thans̄, respectively. The horizontal
scale is adjusted according to the theoretical scaling factor.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 except for the use of CIPT–GET. The corresponding
composite inversion pulse length is 40ms (tp520 ms).
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pected value, and moreover no distortion of the line shape
was observed. The linewidth@0.62 ppm in Fig. 5~a!# is nar-
rower than those for R3 @1.05 ppm in Fig. 2~a!#, CIR3 @1.00
ppm in Fig. 3~a!#, PPT–GET@0.75 ppm in Fig. 4~a!#, and
OMAS atu5p/2 ~0.83 ppm, spectrum not shown!, although
it is still broader than that for MAS~0.24 ppm, spectrum not
shown!. The line shapes and peak positions were unchanged
even if rf-field strengths 15% weaker@Fig. 5~b!# and 15%
stronger@Fig. 5~c!# than 1/2tp were used. As numerically
predicted, these experimental results demonstrate that CIPT
is very robust for rf-amplitude missetting and rf-field inho-
mogeneity. When the rf-field was irradiated at a frequency 2
kHz lower thans̄, the peak position was still unchanged
@Fig. 5~d!#. However, further off-resonance irradiation~3
kHz from s̄) caused a severe distortion of the line shape
@Fig. 5~e!#. Thus the rf field must be applied within62 kHz
from s̄.

As shown above, the spectrum obtained by PPT–GET or
CIPT–GET is less affected by resonance offset, rf-amplitude
missetting, and rf-field inhomogeneity than that by R3 or
CIR3. However, it should be noted that the signal obtained
by R3 or CIR3 should be stronger than that by PPT–GET or
CIPT–GET, because the former is sinusoidally modulated,
while the latter is described by the zeroth-order Bessel func-
tion.

Figure 6 shows the duty factor dependence of thems2

values obtained by PPT–GET and CIPT–GET. Using Eq.
~26! and Eq. ~29!, the best-fit curves for PPT–GET and
CIPT–GET were obtained fors254.64 ppm and 4.70 ppm,
respectively, which agree with the expected value~4.7 ppm!.
Thems2 values obtained with the shortesttp values for PPT
under MAS (d50.12), CIPT under MAS (d50.24), and
CIPT under OMAS (d50.20; see Fig. 7! slightly deviate
from the individual simulated values. This may be caused by
errors in the estimation of the duty factors: for a very short
pulse width, it is very difficult to estimate the effective pulse
width correctly because of a discrepancy between the actual
pulse shape and the ideal rectangular shape. Figure 6 also

shows that thems2 values experimentally obtained by either
sequence agree well with thems2 values obtained by simu-
lations using the theoretical scaling factor even for large duty
factors.

Because of the high compensation for resonance offset,
rf-amplitude missetting, and rf-field inhomogeneity, CIPT
provides reliable results. However, PPT can be used under
higher-speed spinning than CIPT, since the maximum spin-
ning frequency of 1/4tp for PPT is twice higher than that of
1/8tp for CIPT. One may think that these sequences can be
used under high-speed spinning by increasing the13C rf-field
strength. However, the maximum strength of the13C rf field
should be limited to about one-third of the1H rf-field
strength, in order to avoid1H–13C recoupling, when the1H
and 13C rf fields are simultaneously irradiated as previously
reported.29 Therefore, the1H rf-field strength must also be
increased for attaining high-speed spinning.

We can determine the three principal values of the CSA
tensor for the polyethylene carbon, using thes2 value
(4.7060.04 ppm) obtained by CIPT–GET together with
s iso532.7060.04 ppm ands̄543.560.1 ppm; the latter
was obtained by OMAS atu5p/2. However, it should be
noted that there are two possible solutions due to the qua-
dratic equation of Eq.~11!. When a principal axis is parallel
to the symmetry axis, the two solutions are identical. If not,
we can choose the correct solution by determining thes2

value at another angleu: the solution which does not change
by changingu is the true solution. For the present case, it is
known that a principal axis is parallel to the symmetry
axis.7,25–28Therefore using Eqs.~2!, ~7!, and~11!, we obtain
a unique solution for the methylene carbon in polyethylene:
(sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)5(50.660.1,36.560.1,11.160.3) ppm.
These values agree well with the previously reported values:
(sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)5(50.1,36.4,12.5) ppm from a 1D pow-
der pattern~Ref. 30!, ~49.5,36.8,11.9! ppm ~Ref. 25! ~we
assumeds iso to be 32.7 ppm!, and~51.461.3,38.961.3,12.9
61.3! ppm ~Ref. 31! from 1D spectra of drawn polyethylene
and ~50.1,36.7,12.7! ppm by switching-angle sample spin-
ning and separated local field~SLF! spectroscopy~Ref. 27!.
All the previous results rely on the observation and simula-
tion of a 1D or 2D powder pattern, which inevitably cause
the deterioration of accuracy. On the other hand, the present
method provides the principal values from the positions of
sharp peaks; no simulation is needed, and the accuracy is
better than previously reported.

The above experiments were performed under MAS.
However, even under OMAS, we can observe sharp peaks at
s̄ without pulses and ats2 with R3, CIR3, PPT–GET, or
CIPT–GET for uniaxially oriented samples with the symme-
try axis parallel to the spinning axis. Thus, 2D correlation
spectra peaked at (s2 ,s̄) can be observed under OMAS as
well as MAS. Figure 7 shows the duty factor dependence of
the ms2 values obtained by CIPT–GET under OMAS atu
5p/2. The best-fit curve was obtained fors257.03 ppm
which agrees with the expected value of 7.0 ppm.

When more than one distinct CSA exists, they cannot
simultaneously be represented by the positions of sharp lines
by GET in a static sample.7 However, the present methods
under sample spinning provide 2D peaks at (s2 ,s̄) for all

FIG. 6. Experimentally observed and simulatedms2 values of the ul-
tradrawn polyethylene fiber under MAS with a spinning frequency of 2.00
kHz, the fiber axis being parallel to the spinning axis. The XXXXXXXX
phase cycling scheme was used. The rf field was irradiated ats̄. The circles
represent the experimental values obtained by PPT–GET~d! and CIPT–
GET ~s!. The simulated curves were obtained using the theoretical scaling
factor m @Eq. ~26!# with the best-fit parameter ofs254.64 ppm for PPT–
GET ~solid line! and using Eq.~29! with s254.70 ppm for CIPT–GET
~dotted line!.
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the chemically distinct nuclei. As an example, the 2D spec-
trum observed for a uniaxially drawn isotactic polypropylene
film is shown in Fig. 8. The angleu was set top/2 so that we
used the MLEV4 phase cycling scheme with the cycle time
shorter than that of the XXXXXXXX phase cycling scheme.
A spinning frequency of 2.20 kHz was used. The rf field was
irradiated at 34.5 ppm, so that the condition that the rf field
should be irradiated within62 kHz from s̄ was satisfied for
all the three peaks in the OMAS spectrum. The spectrum
shows the three 2D peaks with linewidths broader than that
in polyethylene. This line broadening shows that the poly-
propylene chain axes do not perfectly align along thezrot

axis. We analyze the chain-orientation distribution below.
First, neglecting the chain-orientation distribution, we

roughly estimate the principal values of the CSA tensors
from the peak positions. With the help of the MAS spectral
assignments,32 we made the OMAS spectral assignments

from the peak correlation between the OMAS spectrum and
the MAS spectrum, which was obtained by a variable-angle
spinning experiment.33 We obtain thes iso values from the
cross-polarization MAS ~CPMAS! spectrum: 21.21
60.05 ppm for the methyl carbon, 26.5160.03 ppm for the
methine carbon, and 44.4060.03 ppm for the methylene car-
bon. While two peaks with the integral intensity ratio of 1:2
are observed for each of the methyl and methylene carbons
in the CPMAS spectrum due to the two distinct inter-chain
environments,34 we used the weighted average value of the
two peak positions ass iso. We roughly estimated thes2 and
s̄ values from the maxima of the 2D peaks: (s2 ,s̄)
5(12.0,17.4) ppm for the methyl carbon,~5.5,28.8! ppm for
the methine carbon, and~10.8,53.3! ppm for the methylene
carbon. One principal axis for each carbon can be assumed to
be along the chain axis from the local symmetry:

bPR
CH5bPR

CH25bPR
CH350. ~43!

Using Eq.~43! and the above values ofs iso, s2 , ands̄, we
can obtain the principal values of the CSA tensor:
(sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)5(29.4,5.4,31.8) ppm for the methyl car-
bon, ~34.3,23.3,21.9! ppm for the methine carbon, and
(64.1,42.5,26.6) ppm for the methylene carbon. Thus, we
can determine the principal values from the peak positions
without simulations even for a system with multiple chemi-
cal sites.

Next, we obtain the tensor-orientation distribution and
refine the above-obtained CSA principal values. One can di-
rectly obtain the distribution by transforming the spectral
intensity via Eq.~39!, when the principal values are known.
However, the precise principal values are not known, and the
distribution obtained by the transformation is not very reli-
able for the present case as follows. The tensor orientation
P(aPR,bPR) in the uniaxially drawn polypropylene film
should be centered atbPR50; intense signals appear near the
singularities~a, b, and c in Scheme 1! for each carbon. The
reconstructedP(aPR,bPR) is unstable, since the resonance
frequency is insensitive toaPR andbPR near the singularities.
For these reasons we do not perform a direct transformation
but simulate the spectra for obtaining the tensor-orientation
distribution and refine the CSA principal values. We assume
that the polypropylene sample exhibits thetransverse
isotropy,2 which means the orientation distribution symmet-
ric around both the chain axis and thezrot axis: the angle
achain representing the chain orientation around the chain
axis is homogeneously distributed, and the orientation distri-
bution can be characterized only in terms of the anglebchain

between the chain axis and thezrot axis. Since thezPAS axis is
parallel to the chain axis, the angleaPR is uniformly distrib-
uted, and the orientation function of the chain axisP(bchain)
can be represented by that of thezPAS axis P(bPR) for each
carbon:

P~bchain!5P~bPR
CH3!5P~bPR

CH2!5P~bPR
CH!. ~44!

We assumed a uniaxial Gaussian distribution of the chain
axis centered atbchain50 ~Ref. 13!:

P~bchain!5expS 2
sin2 bchain

2bs
2 D . ~45!

FIG. 7. Experimentally obtained~•! and simulated~solid line! ms2 values
of the ultradrawn polyethylene fiber under OMAS with a spinning frequency
of 2.00 kHz atu5p/2, the fiber axis being parallel to the spinning axis. The
rf field was irradiated ats̄. The experimental values were obtained by
CIPT–GET with the XXXXXXXX phase cycling scheme. The simulated
curve was obtained using the theoretical scaling factorm @Eq. ~29!# with the
best fit parameters257.03 ppm.

FIG. 8. 2D spectrum observed by CIPT–GET with the MLEV4 phase cy-
cling scheme for the uniaxially drawn isotactic polypropylene film under
OMAS conditions atu5p/2, the drawn axis being parallel to the spinning
axis. The horizontal scale represents thes̄ value, and the vertical scale is
adjusted according to the theoretical scaling factor to represent thes2 value.
A spinning frequency of 2.20 kHz, a rf-field strength of 25 kHz, andtp

520 ms were used.
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The full width at the half maximum~FWHM! Db is given by
Db52(2 ln 2)1/2bs ~Ref. 13!. We symmetrize the CSA ten-
sors of the methyl and methine carbons by averaging
the nearest two components: (sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)5(30.6,5.
4,30.6) ppm for the methyl carbon and~34.3,22.6,22.6! ppm
for the methine carbon. We use these principal values to-
gether with the above values for the methylene carbon as a
starting point in the simulation analysis, and then refine these
values.

Figure 9 shows experimental and simulated spectra of
1D slices of thes2 /s̄ powder pattern~Fig. 8! for the methyl
and methine carbons and a part of the 2D powder pattern for
the methylene carbon. From the simulations we obtain the
bs value to be 40°66° corresponding toDb594° and the
principal values (sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS) of the CSA tensor to be
(30.360.5,6.061.0,30.360.5) ppm for the methyl carbon,
(34.961.0,22.360.5,22.360.5) ppm for the methine car-
bon, and (66.360.5,43.560.5,23.460.5) ppm for the meth-
ylene carbon. These values agree well with the previously
reported values of (3260.8,360.8,3260.8) ppm for the me-
thyl carbon, (3860.8,2160.8,2160.8) ppm for the methine
carbon, and (6560.8,4460.8,2660.8) ppm for the methyl-
ene carbon, which were obtained via the 2D powder patterns
observed under OMAS–SLF.32 The peak positions of the
simulated 1D slices for the methyl and methine carbons
slightly differ (;1 ppm) from those in the experimental
spectra. This may be caused by a slight nonaxial symmetry
of the CSA tensors which we assumed to be axially symmet-
ric. As shown above, we can precisely determine both the
principal values of the CSA tensors and chain-orientational

distribution by 2Ds2 /s̄ correlation experiments with 2D
spectral simulations, even when the chain orientation is dis-
tributed.

While we want to obtain the chain-orientation distribu-
tion P(bchain), it is P(bPR) that we can directly obtain from
the NMR experiments. However, we can easily obtain
P(bchain) using Eq.~44!, as for the polypropylene sample
with one principal axis parallel to the chain axis. Even if no
principal axis is parallel to the chain axis, we can get
P(bchain) by the moment expansion ofP(bPR) as long as the
transverse isotropy is satisfied.13

Figure 10 shows a 1D slice of the 2Ds2 /s̄ spectrum
for the polypropylene sample~Fig. 8! along a line parallel
to s25usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for the methyl carbon and
s252usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for the methine carbon. The slice
direction is perpendicular to the line on which a powder pat-
tern for an axially symmetric CSA tensor appears. These
slices should show sharp peaks unaffected by orientational
distribution. The residual line broadening is caused by the
nonaxial symmetry of these CSA tensors in addition to the
linewidth of a spin packet. When the CSA tensor slightly
shows asymmetry, the resonances exhibit the linewidth
(P2(cosu)21sin4 u/4)1/2Ds, whereDs is the difference be-
tween the nearest two principal values. The linewidths in
Fig. 10 are 3.0 ppm and 2.6 ppm; considering the Lorentzian
broadening~2 ppm! used in the simulations of Fig. 9, we
roughly estimate the linewidths due toDs to be 1.0 and 0.6
ppm for the methyl carbon and the methine carbon, respec-
tively. Thus, theDs values are ca. 1.4 ppm for the methyl
carbon and ca. 1.0 ppm for the methine carbon. These values
are comparable to the experimental error for determination of
the principal values, so that we do not need to make a cor-
rection for the nonaxial symmetry of the CSA tensors.

V. CONCLUSION

The methods of R3, CIR3, PPT–GET, and CIPT–GET
which provideg-encoded spectra are proposed in order to
obtain thes2 values from the sharp peak positions in uniaxi-

FIG. 9. Experimental~a!, ~c!, ~e! and simulated~b!, ~d!, ~f! spectra of the
uniaxially drawn polypropylene film. The experimental spectra are extracted
from Fig. 8. The methyl~a!, ~b! and methine~c!, ~d! slices of the 2Ds2 /s̄
spectra along a line parallel tos252usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ and s2

5usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ passing the point (s2 , s̄)5(0,syy
CH3) and (0,syy

CH),
respectively, are shown. In spectrum~a! the methine resonance is overlapped
at @s2

21(s̄2syy
CH3)2#1/255 ppm. The 2D spectra~e!, ~f! represent the me-

thylene resonances. The spectrum~e! is plotted with a different contour level
from that used in Fig. 8. The simulated spectra were calculated using the
orientational distributionP(bchain)5exp(2sin2 bchain/2bs

2) with bs540°
and the chemical shift principal values of (sxx

PAS,syy
PAS,szz

PAS)
5(30.3,6.0,30.3) ppm for the methyl carbon,~34.9, 22.3, 22.3! ppm for the
methine carbon, and~66.3, 43.5, 23.4! ppm for the methylene carbon.
Lorentzian broadening with a FWHM of 2 ppm was convoluted along both
the s̄ axis and thes2 axis in the simulated spectra.

FIG. 10. The 1D slices of the 2Ds2 /s̄ spectra~Fig. 8! ~a! along a line
parallel to s25usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for the methyl carbon and~b! along
s252usin2 u/2P2(cosu)us̄ for the methine carbon. The spectra show sharp
resonances without theaPR, bPR, andgPR broadening.
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ally oriented samples under MAS or OMAS. In the latter
two, the phase cycling schemes of XXXXXXXX should be
used, and MLEV4 is recommended for OMAS experiments
at u5p/2. In general, a combined use ofs2 /s̄ ands2 /s iso

2D NMR enables us to separately determine the principal
values of the individual CSA tensors. The spectrum becomes
less sensitive to rf-amplitude missetting and rf-field inhomo-
geneity in order of R3, CIR3, PPT–GET, CIPT–GET. The
sample spinning frequency can be twice higher in R3 and
PPT than in CIR3 and CIPT, respectively. The signal sensi-
tivity is considerably higher in R3 and CIR3 than in PPT–
GET and CIPT–GET. If one applies R3 or CIR3, however, it
should be noted that careful calibration of the rf-field
strength is crucial. When the Euler anglesaPR and bPR are
distributed, 2D peaks ins2 /s̄ spectra under OMAS condi-
tions show two-dimensionally broadened line shapes. The
orientational distribution can directly be obtained from the
line shapes. The present methods can be used as an alterna-
tive to the DECODER experiments,12,13 which provide the
orientation distribution by sample flipping. While the present
approach does not provide information on the distribution of
gPR contrary to DECODER, the present method has an ad-
vantage in that it can be performed using a conventional
CPMAS probe. The methods presented in this paper would
be useful for studies of uniaxially oriented samples such as
drawn polymers, liquid crystals, and biomembranes.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Ultradrawn polyethylene fibers made by Toyobo Co.
Ltd. and uniaxially drawn isotactic polypropylene films
made by Toray Industry Inc. were used without further puri-
fication. Prior to sample packing, a bundle of polyethylene
fibers were glued together by a cyanoacrylate adhesive, and a
polypropylene film was rolled at a right angle direction to the
symmetry axis. The sample length is 20 mm for polyethylene
and 8 mm for polypropylene. Either sample was put in a
5-mm rotor filled with ethylene glycol to reduce line
broadening35,36 due to bulk magnetic susceptibility by sus-
ceptibility matching.7,37

The NMR experiments were performed on a Chemag-
netics CMX-300 spectrometer with a field of 7.1 T. The
sample coil length is 14 mm. The TPPM1H decoupling
scheme38 was employed during acquisition with a rf-field
strength of 79–116 kHz. Here continuous wave decoupling
was utilized within thet1 period with a field strength of
89–116 kHz during the13C pulse intervals and 114–147 kHz
during the13C pulse irradiations. We set the initial magneti-
zation along thex axis, and the real part of the amplitude-
modulated signal in thet1 dimension was acquired. The 2D
experiments for polyethylene took typically less than 6 h and
that for polypropylene approximately 7 h.
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